iScan
Scanner system with ERP-Connection
Central system for warehouse management and factory data collection

iScan is a central system for warehouse management and factory data collection via
barcode scanners. The scanner system iScan is determined to attend the production
process from goods receipt till shipping handover, that means it covers and
documents all good movements and production steps. iScan guarantees a high
transparency of production and storage activities as well as the traceability of
batches.
iScan allows the direct junction with a higher merchandise management. Thereby,
basic claims data and process orders can get imported from the ERP-System and
modifications, e.g. good movements and consumptions, can get acknowledged to the
fastened system in real-time. Production processes can become concerted optimized
and sources of error reduced by the direct assignment of consumptions and
committees to process orders.
iScan provides relevant information in standardized and in flexible tabular form for
the plant operator, e.g.:
► Goods receipt data
► Holding data
► Goods movement
► Production order data
► Basic claims data and user data
► Goods issue- and shipping data

Features:
►

Adoption of basic claims data from the ERP-System

►

Automatically acquisition of goods receipt data from the ERP-System

►

Acquisition of all goods movement and production steps

►

Production order related documentation of consumptions

►

Automatic feedback of relevant data to the ERP-System

►

Survey about the current holding

►

►

►

►

►

Material master files, SAP-storage locations, etc.

What – When- Where – How

►

Clear advice in tabular form

►

Filter, arrange, fading in and out of information

►

Store-and-forward function for agenda in layouts for circular analysis

System driver guidance through the production process
►

Eradication of bill of materials

►

Monitoring of the process duration at partially automated processes

►

Back trace of every batch

Junction of intelligent resources
►

Scales, dosing feeder, agitator, filling stations

►

Automated value takeover, lists, marginal checks

Acquisition of production figures
►

Storage utilization, storage throughput

►

Plant occupancy, facility maturity, downtime

PCS-independent - scalable - intuitive

iScan
Scanner System with ERP-connection
central system to capture and manage storage- and production parameters

Benefits:
►

One system from the goods receipt to outgoing goods

►

Transparent production flows

►

►

►

►

Integrity

►

Conformability

►

Uncover bad driver operation

►

Reduce causes of defect and bad times

►

Monitoring and concerted improvement of production processes

Transparent storage
►

Inventory is always up-to-date

►

Time saving: minimize the search of material at the storage

►

Quality intensification: work with the first-in-first-out-principle

►

Quantity intensification:
expiration material

►

Cost minimization, optimizing of holding

►

Optimizing of the disposition

avoidance of

material emergencies and

Transparent consumption
►

Complete chain of consumption and committees

►

Process order-based assignment of consumption and committees

Successful implementation by high acceptability
►

Easy

►

Clear

►

Intuitive

►

Transparent

Technologies:
►

Connection to a greater ERP-system (enterprise resource planning)
►

RFC, BAPI, XML, …

►

Data import e.g. SAP by BizTalk (production order, object lists, filling
orders)

►

Feedback about flow of materials to SAP by BizTalk (materials
consumption, goods movement)

►

WLAN-connection with mobile hand scanners

►

LAN-connection with fixed scales and scanners

►

Automated E-mail-distribution of reports (PDF-or Excel caliber)

►

Client-business for User: no installation necessary

►

Central, corporate solution

PCS-independent - scalable - intuitive

The inventory – and
production data are
always current and
comprehensible
with iScan. iScan
ensures transparent
storage- and
production
processes.

